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Abstract
Many psychological and social barriers exist which

bar Black women from full participation in the work force.
This paper attempts to shed light on these barriers and to
address some of the hidden realities Black women experience
around work on a daily basis.  Case histories and coping
strategies are freely shared.  The Stone Center is working to
correct some of these injustices through innovative theories,
groups, and projects.  We hope that this paper will provide
“food for thought and action” to all those who read it, and
that you will join us in these efforts.

This paper was presented at a Stone Center
Colloquium in February, 1983.

Preface
This working paper could not have been written

without the collaboration and shared stories of
resilient, multitalented, resourceful Black women who
do survive and are successful in their own ways, even
when times are hardest.  This “learned talent to
survive” was passed on to me chiefly from my mother
and her network of women friends, relatives, and
neighbors in the Black community.  They modeled the
difficult yet successful integration of working inside
and outside the home, preserving relationships,
providing community service, and maintaining
dignity and perseverance that surrounded me during
my formative years.  My father both complemented
and supported this model of growth in me.

I, like the majority of Black women in this
society, grew up with the notion of getting as much
education as I could, working, marrying, and having
children as “the norm.”  Implied in this, and
sometimes explicitly said, were two interwoven
givens:  to make other Black folk proud of me and to
uplift the race in some way by making good, myself.

Introduction
To be Black and female in today’s society poses

unique and complex issues in thinking about,
planning for, and working toward a career.  This
complexity is due, in great part, to Black women’s
dual minority status.  Work is an indispensable part of
life for most people.  It serves to integrate them into
social, political, and economic networks in the society
at large.  Our society, which values the “Protestant
work ethic” as part of its backbone, has insidiously
and systematically produced roadblocks of gigantic
proportion for Black women, even though they have
worked fairly consistently throughout their existence
in this country, as well as in their original homelands.
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providing manual labor to scientific breakthroughs in
order to survive, maintain, and/or improve certain
standards of living.

The psychological burden of living with the
many false images and myths imposed by this society,
while struggling to live and work in it and maintain a
positive sense of identity is now over 350 years old.
At times it gets extremely heavy.  Black women are for
the most part aspiring to be in control of their lives in
a basically white, patriarchal society.  This paper is not
intended to take away from the blatant racism also
directed at Black men or the bitter sexism pervading
the treatment of women, both of which Black women
share.  It will attempt to shed some light on some of
the issues and feelings unique to Black women.  It is
hoped that by including and developing data on this
often overlooked population a more total picture of
work issues will evolve.

Throughout this paper, four primary barriers
will be interwoven:  racism, sexism, classism, and
ageism.  I will attempt to illustrate how these rampant
forms of discrimination bar Black women from full
participation in our society.  Case examples from work
done at the Stone Center as well as with Black women
in various walks of life will be included.  The Stone
Center material is the result of a two-year nonclinical
Search-Research group I co-ran with a Black woman,
Dean Sylvia Robinson, who had prior experience as a
career counselor.  The group focused on career and
relationship issues of Black college women.  In
general, however, our findings dovetailed with the
experience of many working Black women with whom
I’ve spoken both within and outside of my clinical
practice.

Common themes
To know a Black woman in our society today is

certainly not to know all of us.  To try to describe our
female identity entails looking at a rich, complex,
multifaceted person who has not been studied or
understood adequately.  Primarily we are hidden
within the words — Black, female, and often just the
word “other.”  There exists within us much variety in
individual as well as in collective identities, behaviors,
feelings, styles, personalities, skin tones, religions,
philosophies, relationships between ourselves and
others, etc.  It is very important not to form one
description or characteristic way of thinking about
Black women.  Having said this, there do exist some
common themes and threads that most Black women
share with each other more than with other women.  I
have compiled a list of eight to keep in mind:

l) Black women in this country have a history
and tradition of combining the roles of worker, wife,
and/or mother as the “norm.”  Paradoxically, this
tradition continued despite slavery, as well as in large
part because of it.

2) Black women and Black men have a history
together of mutual interdependence around work
done outside the home in order to achieve some
semblance of financial stability and security, as well as
to preserve family and community solidarity.
Whether low-income or not, these families are
characterized by an egalitarian pattern in which
neither spouse dominates but each shares decision
making and the performance of expected tasks (Hill,
1971).

3) Black women historically have shared and/or
carried out the role of “breadwinner” because of a
complex set of racial circumstances which denied
meaningful employment to Black men.  This situation
has led to such myths as Black men being seen as
shiftless and lazy and the women being seen as
matriarchal, superstrong, and emasculating.
Subsequently, for survival many of these women had
to care for themselves, children, and families.  Unlike
most women in this predicament, they were
systematically degraded and blamed for this plight.
This hardship damaged Black male/female
relationships and the solidarity of the intact Black
family (Beale, 1970; Davis, 1983; McCray, 1980).

4) Black women are the only women in this
country to be categorized as “not being human” along
with Black men and children.  Slave infants and their
mothers were seen as “property of the slave master”
and could not look to their men for protection as other
women and children have done.  Death to the men
often resulted if they interfered.

5) From 1619 to 1863, Southern white men had
legal license freely to abuse Black women, and then
labeled them immoral, loose, and sexually degraded.
Myths like these and others have continued from that
time up to the present.  They attack Black women’s
morals and character while also serving to give male
teachers, supervisors, or co-workers a more entitled
sense to sexually harass them.  This continues to
wreak havoc.  It sometimes distorts Black women’s
perceptions of themselves and undermines or destroys
the relationships they share with Black men.  These
women have higher rates of separation and divorce
than their white female counterparts, and statistics
show them less likely to remarry.

6) Developmentally, Black women have
integrated traditional male roles of achievement,
autonomy and independence with the more




